
MEDINA POLICE REPORT 

MAY 1, 2017 TO MAY 7, 2017 

 

 

(17003807) Welfare Check  Reported: 05-01-2017  0846  

Police were called to check the welfare of an individual who didn’t show up for work; however, 

were cancelled prior to arrival; reporting party was able to make contact with the individual. 

Addresses Involved   

3200 block Red Oak Trail, Medina 

(17003837) Suspicious Act  Reported: 05-02-2017  0900  

An employee of USIC Locating Services came upon a small white container attached to a utility 

pole and thought it was strange. Police arrived and looked at vial that had a screw on cap and a 

piece of paper inside. On the paper were dates and names/initials.   The vial and paper appear to 

be part of a web based GPS game where players identify and find geographical locations.  

Addresses Involved   

1400 block County Road 24, Medina 

(17003844) Suspicious Act  Reported: 05-02-2017  1509  

Police were dispatched to check on a suspicious vehicle, occupied by an individual for a couple 

of hours.  Upon arrival, police spoke with a male sitting inside a vehicle that matched the 

description  given by the caller; he stated that he had been in the park for approximately 30 

minutes and was using the phone.   

Addresses Involved   

3100 block Hunter Drive, Medina 

(17003851) Animal Complaint  Reported: 05-02-2017  2109  

Report of two dogs running loose. The dogs had electric fence collars on them but no 

identification tags. The dogs were impounded; later released to the owner.    

Addresses Involved   

Cox Trail and Willow Drive, Medina 

(17003860) Assist - Theft/rpt  
Reported: 05-03-

2017  1022  

Business reports an individual had failed to return rental equipment. Police were able to contact 

the individual who thought he had rented the equipment for a week.    

Addresses Involved   

200 block Highway 55, Medina 

(17003885) Burglary/Rpt  Reported: 05-04-2017  0659  

Numerous tools were taken from a construction site.  Entry was made into the building as well 

as a construction trailer. 

Addresses Involved   

4500 block Mohawk Drive, Medina 

 

 

 

 



 

17003889) Welfare Check  

 

Reported: 05-04-2017  1051  

Police received a call to check welfare involving a female leaving a business.  It was reported 

that the female was acting strangely; possibly intoxicated.  Police checked the area; however, 

were unable to locate the vehicle she was reportedly in. 

Addresses Involved   

4400 block Highway 55, Medina 

17003890) Locked Out/In  Reported: 05-04-2017  1108  

Police were able to unlock the vehicle without any issues.   

Addresses Involved   

300 block Clydesdale Trail, Medina 

(17003923) Locked Out/In  Reported: 05-05-2017  1036  

Police were able to unlock the vehicle with no issues.   

Addresses Involved   

300 block Clydesdale Trail, Medina 

(17003926) Lost/Found Property  

Reported: 

05-05-

2017  1313  

Reported that a cell phone was left on the roof of the car and not removed prior to the car 

leaving.  Individual contacted police to see if the phone was found and turned in. 

Addresses Involved   

2800 block Willow Drive, Medina  

(17003931) Gas Odor  Reported: 05-05-2017  1518  

Hamel Fire Department arrived, along with police; no gas readings were picked up.  The 

interior of the residence was recently painted and this was the predominant smell inside.   

Addresses Involved   

4600 block Medina Lake Drive, Medina 

(17003940) Domestic/Rpt  Reported: 05-05-2017  1726  

Report of on-going domestic issues.   

Addresses Involved   

3000 Lakeshore Avenue, Medina 

(17003942) DWI  
Reported: 05-05-

2017  1838  

BAC.12. Citation issued to the driver. 

Addresses Involved   

County Road 24 & County Road 19, Medina 

Names Involved  

(Arrested) Spielmann, Austin Joel, from Independence (Age:39) 
 

 

  



(17003949) Citation  Reported: 05-05-2017  2033  

Citation issued for Possession of Small Amount of Marijuana, Possession of Drug Paraphernalia 

and for Speeding. 

Addresses Involved   

Highway 55 and Willow Drive, Medina 

Names Involved  

(Cited) Kallevig, Alex Ryan, from Eden Valley (Age:25)  
 

 

(17003966) Citation  Reported: 05-05-2017  2353  

Citation issued for Possession of Drug Paraphernalia. 

Addresses Involved   

Highway 55 and Mohawk Drive, Medina 

Names Involved  

(Cited) Nordstrom, Joseph Park, from St. Michael (Age:33) 
 

 

(17003975) Citation  
Reported: 05-06-

2017  0244  

Citation issued for Possession of Small Amount of Marijuana and Possession of Drug 

Paraphernalia. 

Addresses Involved   

Hamel Road and Hunter Drive, Medina 

Names Involved  

(Cited) Wehmhoff, Alexander Joseph, from Buffalo (Age:20) 
 

 

(17003984) Vandalism/Rpt  Reported: 05-06-2017  0909  

Reported that someone shot a paint ball at the residence; there didn’t appear to be any damage.  

Reported that there appeared to be other homes in the neighborhood that has also been hit.    

Addresses Involved   

4700 block Medina Lake Drive, Medina 

(17004013) Parking Complain  Reported: 05-07-2017  1005  

Police received a radio call of a motor vehicle parked on the shoulder of the road.  Police 

arrived and observed that the vehicle was not a hazard.    

Addresses Involved   

1500 block Homestead Trail, Medina 

(17004024) Vehcl Abandoned  Reported: 05-07-2017  2016  

Police received a radio call for an abandoned vehicle that has been on the side of the road all 

day.  Police attempted to locate a phone number for the registered owner with no luck.  If the 

vehicle is not moved within 12 hours, vehicle will be towed per city ordinance.   

Addresses Involved   

Medina Road and Tamarack Drive, Medina 

 


